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I. The intelligent greenhouse concept 

My research area is the physically embedded intelligent information systems, with emphasis on the 

usage of AI methods in the field of greenhouse control systems. The goal of the research is to create 

an intelligent greenhouse control system being able to overcome all limitations of the current control 

solutions to end up with lower operation cost and higher owner complacency. 

The concept of the intelligent greenhouse is based on three major differences compared to 

traditional solutions. The first difference is the application of goals instead of control parameters. 

While traditional control requires the owner to select temperature levels for all possible actuator 

actions (e.g. “open the windows if the temperature is higher than 23 degrees”), the intelligent control 

should work on goals specified by the owner (e.g. “the plants feel comfortable in the temperature 

range between 10 and 25 degrees”). This is a much more natural way of setting specification which 

handles the greenhouse owner as a plant-expert instead of assuming him to be a control-expert. 

The second difference is the application of predictive modeling. This way control actions can take 

place in advance to avoid unwanted future situations. Traditional control solutions are reactive, i.e. 

the traditional control waits until the given temperature limit is reached, and takes actions only after a 

parameter is out of the desired range. If it is possible for the intelligent control to predict future state 

of the greenhouse, the control actions can be done in advance resulting in higher control 

performance. 

The last difference is the way intelligent control handles the actuators. In a traditional control 

system all actuators are directly controlled via their control parameters, resulting in a fully 

unsynchronized control. The missing synchronization can result in suboptimal decisions (e.g. active 

heating along with open windows), or in the worst case can cause oscillations. Intelligent control 

system can apply AI planning methods to generate several potential joint plans for all the actuators. 

This way the synchronization is ensured by the planning method itself. Plans can be evaluated based 

on the goals set by the owner, and the most goal conforming plan will be executed as best suiting the 

needs of the plants. 

A Previous results 

In the previous years I have developed a measurement and traditional control system for a real 

industrial greenhouse near Szombathely. The measurement system records temperature 

measurements with high spatial resolution from all 18 desks of the house and other strategically 

selected locations in and around the greenhouse. Along with the local measurements regional 

temperature data and freely available weather forecasts are also collected (see [1] for more). 

The recorded thermal data served as a basis for the development of a thermal greenhouse model. 

This model is aimed to create temperature predictions, essential to the second innovation of the 

intelligent greenhouse described above. The first attempts to model the greenhouse with one 

monolith model failed, as the complexity of the system (the number of inputs and prediction outputs) 

were too high. Some components of the system could be easily separated and realized independently 

(such as the external local temperature prediction module – more in [2]), but most of the components 

were strongly related to the greenhouse. 

In order to create a suitable thermal model of the greenhouse the model had to be decomposed. 

With the separation of the quasi-independent components of the system I have proposed modular 
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model decomposition into 6 modules, see [3]. Some of these modules were easy to implement, such 

as the heating system modeled with a mixture of experts approach with two neural networks for the 

warming and cooling state of the house (see [4]), while other attempts failed. The main reason of 

failures was the small number of training samples available. Although the measurement system 

collected a lot of measurements, the quality of this data, and the length of the training time series 

samples were not satisfactory.  

B Cleaning the measurement data 

The large spatial resolution of the measurement system of the greenhouse resulted in a degraded 

reliability of the collected data records as the large number of sensors led to many instrumentation 

errors. The modeling methods working with measurement data require full records with reliable data 

from all the measurement locations. If all partially missing or partially faulty measurement records 

were dropped, the number of the available records would be very low, and the continuous time series 

segments would be very short. In order to repair the measurement data the data cleaning system 

outlined in Fig. 1 was developed. The data cleaning system has two kinds of inputs: the 

measurements recorded locally by the data acquisition system of the greenhouse, and the 

measurements and forecasts available from the internet. Both have a dedicated data cleaning 

application for identifying missing or invalid input records and to restore them if possible.  

Data recorded in the greenhouse can contain several kinds of errors: in case of a known 

malfunctioning sensor the measurement system enters an error code in place of the measurements. In 

case of temporary sensor defects the recorded value can be out of range, or can be distorted with a 

large noise component. Error codes and out of range measurements can be easily identified while 

detecting measurement noise needs a more sophisticated method based on the knowledge of previous 

recordings. The simplest way of data reparation is copying previous records. This can be applied for 

any values but only in case of missing sequences of limited length. 

 

Figure 1: Structure of the data cleaning system 
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If the missing sequence is longer than a few steps (in case of the implemented system the data are 

collected every 5 minutes), the copy method fails. In this case a regression method can be applied 

using the last known measured value and optionally some other recorded values (typically radiation 

values). This regression method is also useful in case of missing online forecast data. If the internet 

connection is down the missing online prediction can be reproduced based on actual local 

measurements, available local forecast and radiation values. 

Measurements from the desks inside the greenhouse are special, as recordings of the different 

desks are closely related to each other. This correlation can be used during the data reparation 

process, as missing desk measurements can be approximated by the spatial interpolation of known 

values from other desks around. Details of the data cleaning system were published in [5]. 

C Detecting anomalies 

The data cleaning system was later extended with an additional module responsible for anomaly 

detection. The goal of anomaly detection is to identify unreliable sequences of the recorded data. 

Such sequences can be generated by the operation of the data cleaning system, or by a rapidly 

changing weather outside. Such fragments of the recorded data should be excluded from modeling in 

order to increase its performance and accuracy. The first step of anomaly detection was the extension 

of the recorded data vector with a large number of calculated attributes. These attributes were 

calculated as all possible reasonable differences between the various elements of the data vector. The 

second step is to create a system model based on a number of extended data vectors. This system 

model was represented by storing the mean value and the standard deviation for each attribute 

separately. The last step is the detection itself, when the new measurement vectors (after being 

extended) were compared to the system model: large deviations from the model were scored with a 

high anomaly score, and such records were labeled suspicious. 

The anomaly detection method was tested on 10000 records collected in 2008. The method 

identified several real anomalies (data repaired poorly by the data cleaning system and also some rare 

weather phenomena), but it has to be noticed that the false alarm rate was also significant with the 

parameter setting used for testing. Results of the anomaly detection were published in [6]. 

D Thermal modeling of the greenhouse 

With the repaired data vectors available a global greenhouse model was developed in cooperation 

with Kristóf Gáti. The aim of the model was to predict important temperature values for the inside 

zones of the greenhouse for 5-20 minutes ahead. We used CMAC (Cerebellar Model Articulation 

Controller) for the adaptive modeling with 5 dimensional inputs, and near 130000 data samples. The 

data was split into an 80000 samples long training section, and a 50000 long validation section. The 

results of the one step predictions can be seen in Fig. 2. The method yielded high error in case of the 

heating pipe temperature, but this is no surprise, as the pipe temperature is heavily determined by the 

heating control signal. The results were also poor in case of the external temperature prediction, but 

this has also secondary importance, as external forecasts are already available. The internal zone 

predictions have 0.5-1.6 degrees average absolute error, slowly rising with increasing prediction 

length (up to 0.8-1.8 degrees in case of the 4 steps prediction, i.e. 20 minutes time span). The results 

of the CMAC experiments were published in [7], however the precision of the predictions were not 

too high. 

Following the CMAC experiments I started to experiment with other neural architectures in order 

to create more reliable predictions for the greenhouse. The goal was to create a simple MLP neural 

model for the temperature prediction of the most important zone of the greenhouse, namely the under 

shading screen temperature. These experiments failed so far as a very simple constant predictor 

(using the actual value of the selected parameter as the future prediction) was able to beat the neural 

model in all cases for a 5-30 minutes prediction. Later I switched to the zone above the shading 

screen, because it appeared to have less disturbing inter-zone relationships, but the results are still not 

yet acceptable, thus future work is needed. 
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Figure 2: One step prediction for the temperature signals (predicted = black; actual = gray). 

II. Other projects 

Last year I have notable contribution to two projects at the department. The first project called 

Humeda was aimed to develop a decision support system for emergency physicians and emergency 

departments. The doctors were provided with a user interface to select the symptoms of the patient 

and the results of the examinations, and the system had to be able to list the possible diagnoses 

ordered by their relevance. My contribution to the project was the development and implementation 

of the inference engine approximating the human decision methods after several consultations with 

medical specialists.  

The second project called MI Elektronikus Almanach was aimed to develop a publically available 

knowledge base of artificial intelligence topics in Hungarian. My main participation in the project 

was the development of a competition framework based on Jason, an interpreter of the AgentSpeak 

language. I created a virtual environment in Java, simulating a world with two agent teams 

competing. The goal of the agents in the game is to collect the food randomly falling to the ground. 

This game was successfully used as an optional homework in the education of the subject Artificial 

Intelligence for the 3rd grader BSc students on information technology. I also contributed the project 

with creating animated demonstrations for several informed and uninformed search algorithms. 
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